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full.

Today in luxury:

Moncler Q3 "going well," says CEO at Milan Fashion Week

Moncler's third quarter of the year is "going well" and the company's new monthly collection strategy dubbed
"Genius" is performing above expectations, the CEO and chairman of the luxury outerwear group said on Sept. 19,
according to Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Jack Ma warns Alibaba, China to prepare for 20-year trade war

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. co-founder Jack Ma cautioned China's business and political leaders to prepare for the
trade war with the U.S. to last longer and have a bigger impact than most people think, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

In Max Mara's archive, decades of Italian fashion history

Last August, when Gabriele Monti was co-curating the "Italiana: Italy Through the Lens of Fashion 1971-2001"
exhibition in Milan, his first port of call was a 19th-century former hosiery factory. The building in Reggio Emilia, a
small city about two hours' drive southeast of Milan, is rarely visited by outsiders and almost never discussed, even
by fashion specialists, but may be the single greatest private fashion archive in Italy, according to The New York
Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

SpaceX names their first private tourist headed to the moon
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In recent weeks, SpaceX CEO Elon Musk has been making headlines for flirting with libel lawsuits, getting his car
company Tesla investigated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission over a tweet, and smoking weed on-
air. Now, the provocative tech titan has unveiled the latest endeavor related to his company's adventures in rocketry,
says National Geographic.

Click here to read the entire article on National Geographic
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